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Abstract— The ubiquitous camera networks in the city brain
system grow at a rapid pace, creating massive amounts of images
and videos at a range of spatial-temporal scales and thereby
forming the “biggest” big data. However, the sensing system
often lags behind the construction of the fast-growing city brain
system, in the sense that such exponentially growing data far
exceed today’s sensing capabilities. Therefore, critical issues arise
regarding how to better leverage the existing city brain system
and significantly improve the city-scale performance in intelligent
applications. To tackle the unprecedented challenges, we artic-
ulate a vision towards a novel visual computing framework,
termed as digital retina, which aligns high-efficiency sensing
models with the emerging Visual Coding for Machine (VCM)
paradigm. In particular, digital retina may consist of video
coding, feature coding, model coding, as well as their joint
optimization. The digital retina is biologically-inspired, rooted
on the widely accepted view that the retina encodes the visual
information for human perception, and extracts features by the
brain downstream areas to disentangle the visual objects. Within
the digital retina framework, three streams, i.e., video stream,
feature stream, and model stream, work collaboratively over the
end-edge-cloud platform. In particular, the compressed video
stream serves for human vision, the compact feature stream
targets for machine vision, and the model stream incrementally
updates deep learning models to improve the performance of
human/machine vision tasks. We have developed a prototype
to demonstrate the technical advantages of digital retina, and
extensive experiments have been conducted to validate that it
is able to effectively support the video big data analysis and
retrieval in the intelligent city system. In particular, up to 7000×
compression ratio could be realized for visual data compression
while maintaining competitive performance with pristine signal
in a series of visual analysis tasks.

Index Terms— Digital retina, collaborative visual computing,
visual coding for machine, feature coding, city brain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THERE has been considerable progress of urbanization,
which is making the social environment of a city

increasingly complicated in terms of complex spatial-temporal
structure, large population density and mobility, miscella-
neous social relations, heavy traffic congestion, frequent acci-
dents and vicious incidents. Obviously, these phenomena
pose unprecedented challenges for urban operation, resource
management and public security. To tackle these problems,
the smart city initiative and urban computing solutions [1]
grounded on the data generated in cities, e.g., surveillance
images and videos, traffic flow, mobile and geographical data,
have received increasing attention. One key ingredient is the
central decision system, often regarded as the “city brain”
that interlinks with a city’s infrastructure and relies on the
sensor data acquired by numerous sensors deployed to monitor
and record various activities in ambient environments. The
sensing technologies and large-scale computing infrastructure
have produced an astronomical amount of data in urban spaces.
The image and video data, which provide valuable information
of paramount significance, play the key roles in understanding
the current dynamics, monitoring the safety and planning the
future. The recent success of computer vision and machine
learning technologies equips us the capability to mine such
visual data in the city brain in an automatic way [2].

From the technical perspective, the existing infrastructure
typically adopts the one-camera-one-stream framework, such
that each camera is specifically designed for one purpose only
(e.g., video recording, face acquisition, traffic flow monitoring,
vehicle license plates identification, or illegal traffic activities
detection). As a consequence, numerous cameras are deployed
for myriad applications ranging from ensurance of better safety
to resources management. Typically, the raw videos are cap-
tured and compressed at the camera ends and then transmitted
to the cloud servers for analysis and retrieval. However, under
the one-camera-one-stream framework, real-time gathering
all video streams from hundreds of thousands of cameras
is impractical, even with the AVS2 [3], HEVC/H.265 [4]
or the state-of-the-art AVS3 [5] and VVC/H.266 [6] stan-
dards. Meanwhile, there are sufficient evidences [7], [8]
validating that compression inevitably degrades the quality
of visual features, consequently degrading the subsequent
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analysis performance. More importantly, there is considerable
security concern regarding the collection and processing of
signal level visual data in the public infrastructure. Therefore,
we have perceived great challenges arising from these issues
in the visual computing architecture based upon the large-scale
camera networks.

In city brains, the typical “analysis-then-compression” par-
adigm [9], which enjoys the compact representation capabil-
ities of visual features, has been recognized as a promising
alternative to the aforementioned “compression-then-analysis”
paradigm relying on video compression only. This philosophy
has also fueled a series of standards developed by Moving Pic-
ture Experts Group (MPEG), including Compact Descriptors
for Visual Search (CDVS) [10]–[13] and Compact Descriptors
for Video Analysis (CDVA) [14]–[16]. Such methods enable
the use of a rich groundwork of visual feature extraction and
signal compression, and are rooted from the knowledge that
humans have the innate ability to extract features of the scene
or object, such as texture and contour based upon biological
investigations [17]. In other words, the retina encodes both
the generic pixel representation and a highly-processed set of
extracted features that can be used by the brain downstream
areas to disentangle the object manifolds in the scene [18].
The mechanism that the stimulation-elicited signals prop-
agate along the visual pathway provides the substrate for
representing the visual information, and leads to profound
changes from the traditional video coding to visual coding
for machine (VCM) [19]–[21]. The VCM, in its myriad forms
including texture coding, feature coding and model coding,
could underpin new technological innovations together with
the accelerated proliferation of intelligent vision applications.

Essentially, it is our greater desire to broaden the hori-
zon of visual computing architecture built upon the find-
ings from visual physiology and psychophysical studies as
well as models originated from these findings. Nonetheless,
the current paradigm typically simulates only one functional
component regarding the human behavioral responses to visual
information. For example, the compression of video signals
results in the simplified model by relaying indiscriminately
all visual information from cameras to the subsequent stages,
while feature level compression corresponds to the high-level
semantic understanding only. However, as a matter of fact,
the closely resembling of perceptual visual processing and
cognitive understanding serve as the ultimate goal. As we shall
see, the so-called digital retina proposed in this work could
be highly attractive and effective from a series of perspectives:
it relies on the collaborative end-edge-cloud and provides
the most promising basis for visual sensing in city brains;
it achieves highly effective and dynamically efficient visual
information representation based upon video texture, feature
and model compression; it enhances the security and privacy
by the unified and scientific design for signal reconstruction
and analytics.

The digital retina would essentially require to effectively
and efficiently exploit the knowledge regarding the signal
source, transmitter, transmission channel and final utility.
Depending the dynamic application fields in city brains as
well as the acquisition conditions in urban areas, the nature

Fig. 1. (a) A typical framework of the conventional one-camera-one-stream
system, in which each camera is often designed for one specific purpose.
Herein, images and videos acquired from cameras are compressed and trans-
mitted to the back-end servers for manually monitoring and machine analysis.
(b) A flowchart of the traditional “compression-then-analysis” paradigm in this
framework.

of the requirement may vary considerably. This inspires us
to rethink the visual computing architecture based upon the
three streams: video, feature and model. The compressed
video stream aims for online monitoring and storage, and the
compact feature stream extracted real-time from the original
image/video signals serves for pattern recognition and visual
analysis. Meanwhile, the neural network models, which are
used to extract meaningful features at the cameras, can be
incrementally updated from the edge [22], [23]. This frame-
work can revolutionize the visual computing filed for the
smart city. In particular, a large number of compact feature
streams from cameras, each with a relatively small size of
data, can be real-time assembled in the city brain for big
data analysis and retrieval. Meanwhile, the compressed video
streams can be stored in the geographically-distributed edge
servers and pulled to the city brain on-demand. The features
are extracted according to the pre-defined models, which can
be updated incrementally from the city brain. Since features
rather than original images and videos circulate in the public
infrastructure, this framework can provide real-time intelligent
sensing of the current dynamics and simultaneously maintain
better privacy protection. To enable the digital retina, several
key technologies are identified based on the advanced video
coding [24], [25], feature coding [13], [26], [27], and model
coding [28] schemes, as well as their interaction [29] and
joint optimization [30]. We have also implemented a prototype
system where a digital retina is built consisting of cameras
(eye), edge servers (pathway from eye to brain) and cloud
servers (brain). This can facilitate the effective utilization of
the computing power at the cameras, local servers and cloud,
consequently reducing the computing overhead and improving
the efficiency in the entire sensing pipeline.

II. VISUAL SENSING IN CITY BRAINS: CHALLENGES

AND OPPORTUNITIES

Fig. 1(a) demonstrates the design of the conventional one-
camera-one-stream system deployed in the city brain, where
each camera accounts for one specific task. For example,
one may find numerous customized cameras installed at
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Fig. 2. The influence of video compression on different analysis and retrieval tasks [31], including (a) visual search, (b) face recognition, and (c) person
re-identification. In these experiments, we select one benchmark dataset for each task and utilize the AVS2 codec to obtain the reconstructed images and
videos with different quantization parameters (QPs). Then these images and videos are used in different analytics tasks.

arterial roads, pivotal intersections or along the roadside,
each of which is used to monitor one specific event only
(e.g., abnormal traffic events, illegal activities or parking
violation). These cameras continuously produce a vast amount
of images and videos. Though certain analysis tasks can
be completed immediately at the camera ends (e.g., vehicle
license plates identification), in most scenarios videos are
compressed and transmitted to the back-end servers for further
analysis and recognition. This is cast into the traditional
“compress-then-analysis” visual sensing framework, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). We can see that on the server-side, the compressed
videos should be first decoded and subsequently features
are extracted from the reconstructed video sequences and
leveraged for analysis. Such requirements are typically beyond
capabilities of today’s infrastructures, thus both challenges
and opportunities are perceived. On one hand, the challenges
arising from real-world smart city initiative persuade us to
develop advanced visual computing architecture based upon
recent technological breakthroughs. On the other hand, we see
immense opportunities in a prolonged time frame, and the
proposed solutions are expected to offer new insights to other
applications ranging from personal-scale to industrial-scale.

A. Challenges and Opportunities: From the Perspective of
Bitrate

Typically, the value of video data acquired in a wide area
needs to be explored beyond single steam video analytic. For
example, in addition to identifying objects in a scene and
tracking their behaviors that could be accomplished by the tra-
ditional schemes, the city-scale visual big data analytics algo-
rithms are indispensable (e.g., mining and tracking movement
patterns of vast amount of objects). To unlock the data value,
it is typically required to gather videos from a large number of
distributed cameras into the city brain, preferably in a real-time
way. Considering the rapidly increasing number of cameras in
a city, this would typically exceed the capabilities of sensing
and networking infrastructures. For example, the network
bandwidth should be at least 200 Gbps for a city with
100,000 cameras if a high-definition video was compressed
to around 2 Mbps using the current HEVC/H.265 codec [4].
Therefore, it could be impractical to converge all video streams
from hundreds of thousands of cameras simultaneously for big
data analysis.

In the existing “compress-then-analysis” visual comput-
ing framework as shown in Fig. 1(b), all visual informa-
tion from cameras are relaid directly to the cloud. In fact,

the automatic analysis based upon machine vision algorithms
does not rely on such raw visual signals, such that the
“analysis-then-compression” framework based upon compact
feature representation has been shown to be quite effec-
tive [32]. For example, only the feature map in the last
fully-connected layer of a deep neural network (DNN) needs
to be fed into the large-scale visual object search system
[33]. Naturally, it is required that the features extracted from
images and videos should have sufficient representation ability
(e.g., discriminability). Compared with images and videos
themselves, the extracted features often have smaller sizes,
and they may even be compressed in a similar way with
video compression [32]. As such, assembling compact visual
features from a large number of distributed cameras could be a
feasible way for video big data analysis in the city brain [22].
However, it is also worth mentioning that relying on feature
only does not guarantee the signal level reconstruction for
human monitoring.

B. Challenges and Opportunities: From the Perspective of
Ultimate Utility

Herein, we further study the influence of video quality on
the final analysis tasks, revealing the challenges and opportu-
nities from the perspective of ultimate utility. In particular,
three representative tasks in real-world urban video analy-
sis scenarios are involved, including visual vehicle search,
face recognition, and person re-identification (Re-ID). For
a fair comparison, we select one benchmark dataset (i.e.,
VehicleID [33], LFW [34] and CUHK01) for each task and
apply the AVS2 codec [35] with the “background_mode_off”
configuration to obtain the reconstructed videos with different
quantization parameters (QPs). We adopt the open-source
software [36], [37], or the standard test model [13] in our
experiments, and follow the testing protocols on the corre-
sponding benchmark datasets. Fig. 2(a) shows the experimen-
tal results of visual vehicle search. We can see that the search
performance gradually degrades with the increase of QPs,
regardless of the size of the descriptors. In particular, there
is a rapid drop when QP is beyond 38, implying that the
quality of the reconstructed video has significantly degraded
the feature quality and influenced the subsequent search task.
Fig. 2(b) shows the accuracy curves with different image
resolutions (from 40 × 40 to 160 × 160) of face recognition.
We can see that, in line with the visual search task, the face
recognition task demonstrates a very similar performance trend
with respect to variations of QP. Specifically, the accuracy drop
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is about 0.1%∼0.4% when QP is less than 38 and becomes
0.8% and larger when QP is larger than 38. The experimental
results of person Re-ID are shown in Fig. 2(c). Interestingly,
the person Re-ID task is more sensitive to compression
than the visual search and face recognition. In particular,
the performance drop is relatively slight when QP is less than
32 while it becomes remarkably larger after QP is beyond
38. This is mainly because the pedestrian thumbnails typically
have a small size (e.g., 160 × 60 in CUHK01) such that the
quality is more easily affected by the block-based hybrid video
coding tools. In summary, all the experimental results provide
useful evidence that the decline of bitrate certainly affects the
ultimate utility as well as the performance of various visual
analysis and retrieval tasks. In the worst case, the advantages
of introducing high-definition cameras would be fully offset
by video coding (e.g., when videos are compressed with
Q P ≥ 38). These findings and evidences enlighten us to
examine whether the popularity of the one-camera-one-stream
framework has been misplaced, and we would also like to
make the point that it is time to look for alternatives which
are more powerful, efficient and intelligent.

III. DIGITAL RETINA: CONCEPT, FRAMEWORK, AND

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

A. Digital Retina in a Nutshell

The unique characteristic of digital retina is the so-called
one-camera-three-streams mechanism, which allows sophisti-
cated, intelligent and efficient interactions among retina-like
camera, edge servers and cloud based upon the three streams.
The “smarter” retina-like camera which is equipped with
front-end intelligence produces two streams simultaneously,
including a compressed video stream for online/offline viewing
and data storage, and a compact feature stream extracted
from the original image/video signals for visual analysis and
recognition. With video stream, the city brain can dynamically
access the desired images or videos that are of sufficient
interest on demand. When features are extracted from the
original images/videos rather than the reconstructed ones,
their quality can be guaranteed, consequently ensuring high
performance for the subsequent visual analysis and retrieval
tasks. The two streams, which serve for different purposes but
are highly correlated, can be jointly optimized to achieve better
coding performance. Besides the two “bottom-up” streams
from front-end cameras to central servers, the “top-down”
model stream can be used to upgrade the feature extraction
models at the edge servers or even the front-end cameras.
The DNNs, which have demonstrated surprising advantages in
numerous visual analysis and recognition tasks, suffer from the
time-consuming and power-consuming training, in particular
on large-scale datasets. A common strategy is the adoption of
the pre-trained models which have been developed on standard
benchmark or private datasets. In this context, the given visual
data can be pre-processed by the model or portion of the model
to the intermediate feature that can be subsequently used as
the input of a specific-domain model. Clearly, the pre-trained
models should be trained at the cloud servers, which are further
reused and incrementally updated at the edge servers/front-end

cameras via advanced learning algorithms (e.g., transfer learn-
ing or fine-tuning) in response to the dynamically varying
tasks. The technological framework with “features assembling
in real-time, video fetching on demand and models updating
incrementally” is able to effectively support myriad video big
data applications in the smart city [22]. Moreover, the retina-
like camera is also equipped with a globally unified timer
and an accurate geographical locator, where the timer is used
for temporal synchronization between the camera and the
city brain, and the positioner is used to provide location
information (e.g., GPS, Beidou) for the camera, or even for
the objects that are captured in the camera. Both of them
can support precisely localizing and tracking of objects across
multiple cameras in different cities, playing the fundamental
role in visual big data analysis and retrieval in the city brain.

In summary, the digital retina is a highly conceptual and
extremely flexible visual computing architecture which enjoys
several advantages as follows,

• Attention-adjustability. The images and videos in the
smart city, which are of paramount significance for public
security and city planning, are featured with high volume
and low-value density. The proposed digital retina is
capable of mining vast amount of data, understanding
the current dynamics and predicting the future through the
real-time gathering of visual information in the city brain.
In other words, by boosting the representation capability,
it is feasible for the digital retina to adaptively adjust the
attention on the event-of-interest (abnormal event) and
trajectories of targets (e.g., the suspects) across the city,
thus unlocking the data value.

• Software-definability. It refers to the model stream which
further provides us abundant opportunities in improving
the representation capability of visual signals. In partic-
ular, depending on the dynamic demands and varying
data statistics, the model could be updated and upgraded,
forming the cornerstone in efficient visual information
representation. As such, the whole pipeline at the software
level is not permanently frozen. Instead, the software-
definability provides us sufficient flexibility in optimizing
the whole sensing infrastructure.

• Privacy-preservability. The privacy issues of data in smart
cities are raising increasing concerns and of great signif-
icance for both academia and industry realms. In digital
retina, the visual data representation for analytics relies
on features rather than original images and videos cir-
culating in the public infrastructure. When the features
have been desensitized, the visual signals cannot be
reversely restored with high fidelity, leading to better
privacy protection compared to the existing city brain
system in which images and videos are solely represented
with signal-level compression.

B. Enabling Technologies

In what follows, we introduce a full suite of technologies
that could enable digital retina. In particular, we focus on
how these developed techniques could realize the functionality
of digital retina, as well as how they resolve the underlying
challenges posed in building the digital retina.
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1) Intelligent Video Compression: The demonstrated suc-
cess in video coding has greatly powered the efficient repre-
sentation of digital videos, grounded on which the signal-level
video stream generation could be made possible and practical.
The video coding has been a long-standing problem which is
driven by the development of video coding standards (e.g.,
AVS [3], [5], [38] and H.26x [4], [6], [39] series standards).
The traditional video coding follows the hybrid coding frame-
work to eliminate multiple types of redundancy, and the coding
tools have been sophisticated designed, including predictive
coding for spatial-temporal redundancy elimination, transform
coding and quantization for perceptual redundancy elimina-
tion, and entropy coding for statistical redundancy elimination.
Driven by the representation capability of DNNs, a series of
DNN based video coding methods have been developed to
broaden the horizons of video coding [40]–[42]. In principle,
the DNNs can be incorporated into the hybrid coding frame-
work as enhanced modules, such as DNN based predictive
coding [43]–[50], DNNs for probability estimation in entropy
coding [51], [52] and DNN based in-loop restoration [53]–[57]
as well as the post-processing models [58], [59]. Alternatively,
the images and videos can be represented as the latent codes
based on DNNs with end-to-end optimization, and together
with the texture representation, the motion field is represented
with dense optical flow based parameters [60]–[64]. Besides,
hierarchical auto-regressive models provide another view for
motion modeling using flows with hierarchical latent variable
models [65].

Recently, scene video coding techniques tailored to surveil-
lance videos have received increasing interest. It has been
repeatedly proven that enhanced compression performance
can be achieved by exploiting the distinct characteristics
including static background and moving foreground objects.
In the literature, the background generation methods have been
studied for scene coding, and the foreground can be modeled
with prior knowledge (e.g., from a vehicle library), further
removing the foreground redundancy [66], [67]. As pointed
out in [7], analysis-friendly coding could bring the additional
but substantial value. In other words, not only high-efficiency
and low-complexity coding is essential, but also the signal
level compact representation is highly anticipated to facilitate
the content analysis tasks such as object detection and recog-
nition. Along this vein, the model-based coding technology by
introducing low-complexity scene analysis (e.g., background
modeling [25], [68], macroblock classification [66]) have been
specifically developed, in an effort to reduce spatio-temporal
redundancy and facilitate the intelligent analysis in scene
videos. In particular, the distinct video statistics are dynam-
ically captured by background modeling and updating with
novel inter-prediction modes [67], including the background
reference prediction (BRP) that employs the background
model as the long-term reference, and the background dif-
ference prediction (BDP) that performs prediction in the
background difference domain. Experimental results showed
that this technology could save 39.09% bits and reduce the
encoding complexity by 43.63% on surveillance videos over
the HEVC test model [24]. The AVS3 standard [5] has
designed high-level syntax elements for the intelligent coding

tools, and over 35% bitrate reduction on the 4K ultra-high
definition sequences against AVS2 and HEVC can be achieved.

2) Compact Feature Representation: Based upon the
“analysis-then-compression” paradigm [9], numerous works
acknowledge the importance of compact feature representa-
tion. This is originated from the widely rooted view that
feature data could be more compact than texture and more
importantly visual analysis typically relies on features only.
Compact feature representation is the key to the one-camera-
three-streams mechanism in the digital retina framework [29],
[69]. Typically, there are a menu of expectations for compact
visual feature representation from the following perspectives,

- Accuracy and generality: the features with high general-
ization capability to support multiple tasks with promis-
ing accuracy are highly desired;

- Compactness: the feature descriptor could be compactly
represented to economize the representation cost;

- Efficiency: features can be extracted with low com-
plexity in terms of memory footprint and computational
complexity;

- Interoperability: features extracted by any devices and
transmitted in any network environments across different
vendors are fully operable at the server end;

- Privacy: The privacy concern shall also be considered in
specific applications scenarios. In this context, when cir-
culating in the public infrastructure, the extracted feature
descriptors should be desensitized such that the visual
signals cannot be reversely restored.

For compact feature representation, both handcrafted fea-
tures [13], [70]–[75] and deep learning based features [26],
[76]–[78] have been widely studied. In particular, the promise
of deep learning features in numerous tasks has inspired the
sophisticated deep feature coding methods. The deep feature
coding (DFC) method was proposed in [26], which com-
presses deep features by exploiting the inter-frame temporal
correlation. Three types of features have been developed
in a group-of-features (GOFs) according to their coding
modes (i.e., independently-coded, predictively-coded, and
skip-coded). Two prediction structures were designed for
these features in a GOF, including a sequential prediction
structure (SPS) and an adaptive prediction structure (APS).
The rate-performance-loss optimization (RLO) model was
further developed to achieve the balance between feature
bitrate and analysis/retrieval performance. To further support
the applications that depend on different types of deep features,
an effective deep feature joint coding (DFJC) method was sub-
sequently proposed in [27] for compressing real-valued local
and global deep features extracted from videos, by exploiting
the inter-feature correlations. Experimental results show that
these two methods could significantly reduce the bitrate of
deep features while maintaining the retrieval performance.

Regarding the standardization of compact feature descrip-
tors, the MPEG CDVS standard [13] adopts the compressed
local and global handcrafted descriptors, and the correspond-
ing extraction operations from still images are also stan-
dardized. It has been shown to achieve high-efficiency and
low-latency visual search. To further enable the video based
applications, MPEG CDVA [14], [16], [62] specifies how
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video features can be extracted and stored as compact metadata
for efficient matching and scalable search [16]. A series of
techniques aiming to reduce the descriptor size and improve
the video representation ability have been proposed. Among
them, the Nested Invariance Pooling (NIP) [79] was proposed
to obtain the discriminative deep invariant descriptors, with
significant video analysis performance improvement over the
traditional handcrafted features [79]. As such, it has been
adopted in CDVA for compact video representation. Recently,
the standardization activities of video coding for machine
has drawn increasingly attentions [19], [20], with the aim to
efficiently represent the videos towards machine vision.

3) Model Compression and Incremental Updating: Typi-
cally, the DNN models for feature extraction are expected to
achieve promising analysis performance and also be gener-
alized enough to different tasks, which are competing fac-
tors sometimes. In the digital retina, the pre-trained models
trained from large-scale datasets at the cloud servers can be
readily deployed at the edge/end devices, and dynamically
upgraded in response to the task and data from various
domains. This is feasible as numerous works have shown
the transferability of features [80]. In principle, three key
procedures are involved: 1) pre-training large-scale general
models at the cloud, 2) reusing the models at the edge servers,
and 3) incrementally updating the models from the cloud to
the edge/end devices.

Essentially speaking, the model compression [28] could
provide a feasible solution in delivering the models over
networks. Nevertheless, in the context of digital retina, one
important underpinning is updating of models which is typi-
cally in line with the predictive coding framework in video
compression. This has motivated the research on the deep
learning model communication [23], [81] based on the removal
of inter-model redundancy. Moreover, an integrated multiple
deep learning model reuse strategy was developed in [29], [69]
to greatly boost the feasibility of the digital retina. We believe
that advanced machine learning techniques such as federated
learning technologies can be adopted in this framework to
achieve better privacy protection as well as improved model
communication performance across different edge centers. It is
also worth mentioning that these model compression and
incremental updating technologies are also being standardized
in the IEEE 2941 Standard.1

4) Optimization in Video Signal and Feature
Representations: Herein, we unify the representation
optimization of video signal and feature streams within a
theoretical framework. Towards this end, we extend the
rate-distortion theory in lossy data compression to a more
general case, which is referred to as the generalized rate-
utility optimization (GRUO). As shown in Fig. 4, let V denote
the video data, S be its representation either for the video
texture stream or the feature stream, with S∗ as its optimal
value. Thus, the GRUO model aims to derive the optimal
representation S∗ for the given data V under the constraints
of bit rate, which is given by,

S∗ = arg min
S

L(S|V , T ; �L) + λR(S; �R), (1)

1https://sagroups.ieee.org/2941/

where T is the representation task for the certain stream (e.g.,
video texture or compact feature), L is the utility function
for measuring the ultimate utility when the representation is
S∗, R is the representation complexity or cost. In particular,
L and R are parameterized by �L and �R , and λ is
the Lagrangian multiplier. The utility function L and the
representation cost R govern the GRUO model.

Regarding the video signal stream, the ultimate goal is
obtaining the optimal signal representation (the compressed
video stream) under the bitrate constraint. Herein, the ultimate
utility function L could be defined as the signal distortion
measure between the original image and its reconstructed
version, such as mean-square-error (MSE), or the structural
similarity (SSIM) [82] index. The representation cost R is
measured by the coding bitrate. In this scenario, the GRUO
model naturally turns out to be the traditional rate-distortion
optimization (RDO) in video coding.

Regarding the feature stream, the task is cast into
compact representation of the features based upon the
pre-defined analysis or retrieval purposes. In contrast with
the “reconstruction-oriented” representation in video coding,
the feature descriptor should be “discrimination-oriented”.
To automatically obtain the efficient feature representation,
the function L is defined in terms of the loss function
that measures the inconsistency in analysis performance for
a given task. The commonly-used loss functions include
cross-entropy loss for a classification problem and L1 loss
for a regression problem. It is also worth mentioning that
the cost in feature extraction and compact representation can
also be involved in R, as the computational complexity also
serves as the indispensable constraint in practical applications.
More specifically, to make the feature descriptor compact and
discriminative simultaneously, the normalized performance
loss |P(F�)−P(F0)|

P(F0) could be employed, where F0 denotes the
distortion-free original feature and F� denotes the compressed
feature under the feature compression mode �. Their corre-
sponding performance is govern by P(·). Theoretically, P(F0)
is the upper-bound of the analysis performance achieved by
the original feature, such that |P(F�)−P(F0)|

P(F0)
can be used to

measure the influence of feature compression. In this context,
the optimization in Eqn. (1) is given by [26],

F∗ = arg min
�

|P(F�) − P(F0)|
P(F0)

+ λR(F�), (2)

where R(F�) denotes the feature size under �. It is worth
noting that it is non-trivial to directly obtain P(F0) and P(F�)
in the feature compression process. Thus, a feasible way is to
model the probability distributions of the similarity regarding
feature matching and non-matching pairs, which are tightly
related to the visual retrieval performance [26].

Furthermore, instead of compressing the videos and fea-
tures independently, a joint, hybrid and seamless compression
framework that is dedicated for both is also highly desired in
the digital retina. Such design is able to meet the requirements
of multiple applications simultaneously (e.g., automatic detec-
tion and human-involved monitoring of illegal traffic activities)
as both high-quality feature descriptors and visual signals are
available. Towards this end, a joint coding and optimization
scheme was proposed in [30]. Feature descriptors (e.g., SIFT)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the three streams in the City Brain 2.0 empowered by digital retina. When the digital retina system collects visual data through visual
sensors, it performs efficient video data encoding and compact feature extraction, and then transmits them to the city brain through feature stream and video
stream. At the same time, in order to ensure the efficiency of video coding and the accuracy of feature extraction, the city brain uses the collected data for
learning, and then sends the learned model to the front-end device through the model stream for incremental updating. This collaborative computing mode of
video stream, feature stream and model stream overcomes the bottleneck of model multiplexing and transmission in the end-edge-cloud environment.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the joint representation framework for video and
feature streams. In the framework, the representation tasks is modeled by
a generalized GRUO problem.

can achieve more compact representation by taking advan-
tages of video coding information (e.g., block-partition-guided
feature selection and multiple prediction modes). Meanwhile,
the decoded video descriptors can be employed to derive the
affine motion model for compensation between video frames,
consequently improving the video coding efficiency. Moreover,
a joint feature and texture coding framework was proposed
in [83] by integrating the interactions between visual feature
and texture in the compression process, and the scalable face
codec was developed in [84], [85], further bridging the gap
between visual analysis and signal-level representation.

These enabling technologies which drive the paradigm
shift from traditional video coding to VCM, encapsulate
the highly desired technological characteristics, including
extremely compact representation, versatile utility adaptation
and ultra friendly for machine vision, lay the solid foundation
and become pivotal architectural elements for digital retina.
They are also of prominent importance for the machine-to-
machine communication in intelligent transportation scenarios,
paving the last mile for the hybrid machine and human
perception in the smart city brain.

C. Digital Retina System With End-Edge-Cloud Computing

Herein, we illustrate how digital retina can be integrated
into the end-edge-cloud collaborative computing paradigm

for smart cities. In this paradigm, a large number of front-
end devices, i.e., retina-like cameras, are deployed across
a city. The local edge servers, which typically reduce the
perceived response time and economize the network traffic, are
distributed at different regions in the city. The cloud servers
in the city brain undertake different image/video processing,
analysis and recognition tasks. They collaboratively work as
an overall system to achieve the urban intelligence. Among
them, retina-like cameras are responsible for video encoding,
feature extraction and compression, as well as light intelligent
video analysis tasks such as object detection and vehicle
license plate recognition. These tasks are often based on the
images or videos captured from only one camera as their
input. Meanwhile, the edge servers are utilized to store the
compressed video streams captured from one region in a city
and perform local analysis tasks such as detecting local traffic
congestion and monitoring illegal traffic activities. Obviously,
these tasks often require more computational resources that a
single camera cannot afford. Some of them even need images
and videos captured from several neighboring cameras as the
input. The cloud servers in the city brain shall undertake the
video big data analysis tasks that often require the visual data
(e.g., features) from a large number of distributed cameras
across the city. The models from the edge and cloud servers
are further delivered to the front-end for knowledge updating,
facilitating the intelligent visual information representation by
signal and feature compression. As such, the digital retina
can naturally work with the end-edge-cloud computing par-
adigm and enjoy its advantages, leading to significant per-
formance improvement over conventional visual computing
systems.

The applicability and adaptivity of the digital retina pow-
ered end-edge-cloud collaborative computing paradigm can
be further enhanced by shifting the video compression and
compact feature representation to the edge servers. We are
confronted with the challenge that the conventional cameras
cannot be feasibly upgraded to retina-like cameras in a period
of time. Considering the compatibility between this paradigm
and the conventional camera system, we point out the way
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by transmitting the raw videos from the front-end to the edge
servers. To facilitate the extraction of high-quality features,
the videos can be compressed with a low QP at the front-
end cameras. The video transcoding, feature extraction and
compression completed at the edge serves enable to propagate
the use of digital retina in real-world applications.

D. Inspiration From Biological Retina to Digital Retina

Though it is beyond the scope of this paper to systematically
introduce the functionalities of the biological retina, we focus
on how the digital retina is inspired from its biological proto-
type. Indeed, it is of considerable interest to push the digital
retina closer to the biological retina with all functional compo-
nents precisely simulated. Typically, the retina is expected to
reveal the biological secrete in designing cameras. Meaningful
features from the exposed visual scene should be extracted for
various analysis tasks so as to produce a quick yet adequate
response, resembling the biological visual system. Meanwhile,
a scalable visual computing system should prioritize different
computations in different tasks (e.g., faithfully encoding visual
information vs. extracting hierarchical features for in-depth
analysis). The collaboration mechanism between extracting
hierarchical features and encoding visual information in bio-
logical retina is an interactive processing stage. The prior
knowledge and context can be specifically used to process
visual information, thus neurons are tuned to a stimulus [86].
In analogous to the biological retina, digital retina should also
attempt to achieve a good trade-off between the two incentives
in visual compression and feature extraction [87]. In addition,
model update in digital retina imitates the learning process of
human brain in a certain degree, which irregularly refreshes
the cognitive ability of biological retina with scope and depth.
As such, the principle philosophy underlying the digital retina
is that we allow the digital retina with the capability of
accommodating three streams, including signal, feature and
model. These connections illustrate how the biological visual
system, which once inspires the born of the visual computing
system, can now be used to shed light on the objectives that
have driven the evolution of the digital retina framework in a
specific-to-abstract fashion.

IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL

VALIDATIONS

In this section, we provide a prototype implementation
of the digital retina with sufficient experimental validations.
Fig. 5 shows the architecture of our prototype. In principle,
it is composed of three major components: retina-like cameras,
local digital retina servers, and the city brain system. Com-
paring with the existing intelligent camera, each retina-like
camera is equipped with a self-designed chip, and can generate
the compressed video stream and compact feature stream
simultaneously. The feature stream is then transmitted to the
city brain, and the compressed video stream can be stored
in local storage servers or conveyed to the local edges. When
the raw videos are demanded, these videos can be dynamically
fetched.

A. Hardware Implementation

Hardware realizability is the most important prerequisite to
determine whether the digital retina can be widely deployed
in smart city systems. Fig. 6(a) shows our proposed solution
that integrates all functions such as image signal processing
(ISP), video encoding, SPI/USB data output interface and the
intelligent video analysis CNN models into a single System-
on-Chip (SoC) chip. Meanwhile, some advanced CNN IP
cores can also be embedded and integrated in this chip (e.g.,
ShiDianNao [88]) to support visual feature extraction with
more complex CNN models (e.g., ResNet [89]). Regarding
real-world implementation and development, relatively longer
developing cycle and higher design complexity are required.
However, the energy consumption and cost are relatively lower
since all of the algorithms are embedded on chips.

In Fig. 6(b), we show an alternative solution for retina-like
camera based upon SoC+FPGA. This kind of solution can
be easily implemented, despite the performance of retina-like
cameras is mostly subject to the adopted SoC chip. The
partitioning of processing tasks between SoC and FPGA
depends on the available solutions of existing SoC and FPGA.
As such, the entire system could be integrated together by
defining the proper interfaces with these components. The
image processing, video compression and CNN operation
functions are embedded in the SoCs while other functionalities
such as feature extraction could be updated by other FPGA
solutions. In summary, the SoC+FPGA solution is easy to
deploy, flexible for updating and friendly for developers.
However, the energy consumption and cost are relatively high.
We choose the SoC solution in Fig. 6(a) in our implementation.

As described above, we have designed the digital retina
chip, GV9531, which is recognized as the first chip that has
implemented all digital retina enabling technologies. This chip
supports high-efficient scenic video codec with AVS2 and
H.265, CNN and CDVS feature extraction engines. Mean-
while, the pre-processing functions such as digital noise
reduction, image enhancement, and defogging, and some
post-processing functions such as video scaling, overlay, and
mirror are also supported. With these modules, this chip is
able to support 6-way visual processing and analysis on the
captured video such as moving-object detection, vehicle and
pedestrian feature extraction, and face recognition. Using this
chip, we have developed the digital retina front-end device and
the server-side processing card.

Regarding the deployment of GV9531, it could be deployed
either at front-end/edge-end or server-end or both. The reasons
are two folds. On one hand, many existing cameras with
previous architecture design are not compatible with GV9531.
As such, GV9531 could be deployed at server side to process
the transmitted data in cloud. On the other hand, the edge-end
deployed GV9531 offers the edge devices with the ability to
process pristine data. The hardware design of the GV9531 chip
is further provided and described to justify our framework
in Fig. 7. It has heterogeneous architecture with multiple com-
puting cores, including several key technical components, ISP
chip, video compression, CNN operations, object detection,
feature extraction and visual tracking.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the prototype implementation.

Fig. 6. Two solutions of the hardware implementation of retina-like camera.

B. Experiments

1) Validations on Feature Stream: One important aspect that
has to be kept in mind in digital retina lies in that it can
effectively support visual analysis and intelligent tasks in the
city brain by only transmitting compact deep feature data from
cameras. In this regard, we conduct experiments to validate
the efficiency in delivering the feature stream. More specif-
ically, the video stream is generated with the video coding
standard AVS3 (reference software HPM-10.1 with common
test conditions under random access configuration), serving as
the anchor for video representation. Regarding the compact
feature representation, the backbone feature of YOLOv5s2 is
employed. We choose real world traffic videos form KITTI
dataset [90] in our simulation. In particular, ten representative
videos clips (0000-0009) in KITTI tracking are used for
performance evaluation. The vehicle recognition and tracking
tasks, which receive increasing attention in daily operations
of city brain, are chosen as the ultimate analysis tasks. The
deep features are extracted from raw video sequences frame
by frame using YOLOv5s model, the backbone dimension of
which is 256 × 3 × 6. The extracted deep features are lossless
compressed using arithmetic coding method3 after feature
quantization. The experimental results are depicted in Table I,
in which different video compression bitrate points and the
compressed deep feature bitrate points of test sequences are

2https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5
3https://github.com/nayuki/Reference-arithmetic-coding

Fig. 7. The chip design logic of GV9531. The video compression module and
feature compression modules are highlighted. Connected by the high-speed
control bus and data bus, different computing cores could provide flexible
computing power on-demand or synchronize the different modality data for
various use cases.

provided, indicating the date volume that need to be gath-
ered in the conventional video surveillance systems and the
proposed system, respectively. We can see that, in the conven-
tional video surveillance system, around 2600kbps (QP=37)
and 350kbps (QP=60) data per camera need to be transmitted
for analytic tasks. However, only 6.87kbps data per camera
are needed when the compact feature representation is incor-
porated for feature stream generation. Meanwhile, the vehi-
cle recognition performance of our system (measured with
mean average precision (mAP), mAP=0.4909) is even better
the conventional system using QP37 (mAP=0.4671), as the
compact features are extracted from the raw video data and
then compressed, while in the conventional system features are
extracted from the decoded video frames. This aligns with the
previous analysis in Sec. II that compression could ultimately
affect visual feature extraction, and consequently degrade the
subsequent analysis and retrieval performance. This further
verifies the necessity of the feature stream, which dramatically
reduces the transmission cost (the data compression ratio
between the pristine data and proposed digital retina is around
7000 times).

Furthermore, we show the effectiveness in terms of the
generality of extracted features from pre-trained models. Gen-
erally speaking, features could be versatile enough in order
to be applied in different tasks, such that it is meaningful to
convey them in the digital brain system. Herein, we conduct
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TABLE I

ILLUSTRATION OF THE ADVANTAGE OF FEATURE STREAM OVER VIDEO STREAM IN DIGITAL RETINA

experiments on the ResNet-IBN-50 backbone because the
IBN module is effective to handle the domain differences
among all tasks. Different model division ways, denoted
by “ResNet_x_fix”, are evaluated in the experiments, where
“ResNet_x_fix” indicates that the xth ResBlock is deployed at
the front-end devices while the remaining part is fine-tuned at
the cloud server (totally 5 ResBlocks). Four types of visual
analysis tasks are involved, including person ReID, vehicle
ReID, pedestrian and vehicle attribute recognition (denoted by
P.Attribute and V.Attribute). These tasks are widely adopted
in real-world applications. The experimental results are shown
in Table II. Herein, the baseline model directly transfers
general features to the cloud without fine-tuning for the two
ReID tasks, or a simple classifier (e.g., a linear classifier)
is trained on these general features at the cloud for the
other two tasks. The Independent-Model denotes training the
models separately for different tasks, which could imply the
upper bound of performance in principle. We can see that
the performance with features extracted with the first three
sub-networks of ResNet-IBN-50 are very close to those with
features extracted by the models that are trained separately for
different tasks. In other words, features extracted by the first
ResBlock (or at most three ResBlocks) of ResNet-IBN-50 can
be used for different analysis tasks after fine-tuning without
significant accuracy loss.

We also evaluate the generality of extracted features by
the transformer-based model. To this end, a pre-trained Image
Processing Transformer (IPT) is developed [91] for low-level
vision problems, where the entire network is composed of
multiple pairs of head and tail corresponding to different tasks
and a single shared body. We select the ImageNet bench-
mark which contains various high-resolution images since the
potential of transformer needs to be evaluated using large-
scale dataset. For each image in ImageNet, we generate mul-
tiple corrupted counterparts using several carefully designed
degradation models to serve different tasks such as image
denoising, image super-resolution and image de-raining. Then
the training images are injected to the specific head, and the
generated features are cropped into patches (i.e., “words”) and
flattened to sequences subsequently. The transformer body is
employed to process the flattened features in which position
and task embedding are utilized for encoder and decoder,
respectively. In addition, tails are forced to predict the original
images with different output sizes according to the specific

task. Moreover, a contrastive loss on the relationship between
patches of different inputs is introduced for well adopting to
different image processing tasks.

The experimental results compared with other task-specific
models conducted on benchmarks are shown in Table IV
and III (courtesy of [91]). We utilize 32 NVIDIA Tesla
V100 graphic cards to train IPT model with about 132M
parameters for 7 days. We can see that IPT achieves the
highest performance among all denoising methods on different
Gaussian noise level. Regarding image super-resolution, IPT
surpasses other methods with more than 0.4dB on the ×2
scale Urban100 dataset. In general, the performance based
on features extracted from IPT is superior to all other
methods. This also validates the feasibility that most of the
visual analysis and processing tasks can be completed by
only gathering features extracted using a general pre-trained
model.

2) Validations on Model Stream: Incremental deep learning
model updating mechanism offers the adaptivity, scalability
and feasibility of the deployed models at end/edge devices.
Herein, we further conduct experiments to explore the benefits
of delivering the model stream, converting from large-scale
pre-trained model to scene- and utility-specific models. The
official released YOLOv5s model is employed as the initial-
ized deployed model in the edge/end devices. In particular,
the size of the raw model is 54.34 MB, and the model size after
direct compression with coefficient quantization (8-bit) and
arithmetic coding is 4.131 MB. This is denoted as the anchor
method. However, when considering the model updating in
the context of model communication paradigm, with the incre-
mental model stream, the difference of each neuron is encoded
and signalled, which alternatively but efficiently upgraded the
model. The overhead of transmitting the difference of model
weights is 0.998 MB when the weight difference is quantized
and entropy encoded using same approach as anchor method.
More specifically, the training dataset of KITTI [90] vehicle
tracking task is utilized to update the model. We utilize the
default training procedure defined in YOLOv5 and fine-tune
the model with 10 epochs. For each epoch, the updated model
is encoded and transmitted to update the pre-trained weights.
We record the �mAP (mAP difference between updated model
and pre-trained model) value averaged on above ten test
sequences. The results are shown in Table V, which indicates
that the model stream is indispensable and realizes competitive
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TABLE II

THE PERFORMANCE OF FOUR SPECIFIC TASKS USING FEATURES EXTRACTED BY A GENERAL BACKBONE MODEL

TABLE III

THE PERFORMANCE ON THE IMAGE DENOISING TASK USING DIFFERENT

MODELS. HERE THE IMAGE PROCESSING TRANSFORMER (IPT) IS A

TRANSFORMER-BASED PRE-TRAINED MODEL

performance against direct upgrading the edge/device models
with much less bit-rate overhead.

V. THE CITY BRAIN 2.0 EMPOWERED BY DIGITAL RETINA

The first generation City Brain 1.0 put forward by Alibaba
is featured with “All in the Cloud” [31]. In October 2016,
an artificial intelligence system, referred to as the city brain,
was installed in Hangzhou, a provincial capital in east China,
in order to optimize the traffic based upon the data from
deployed surveillance cameras and other urban data sources.
Under the management with the city brain, traffic congestion
is significantly lowered down, road accidents are automat-
ically detected with a fast response, and parking viola-
tion is tracked in real-time. However, as discussed before,
the City Brain 1.0 primarily relies on the transmission of
the compressed video streams to cloud servers to analyze
the data acquired from cameras deployed in a city. In this
“compression-then-analysis” paradigm, features are extracted
from the decoded videos for analysis and search purposes.

The generic design philosophy of digital retina suggests the
broader applicability. In particular, the digital retina can be
used to inter-connect and inter-operate the camera systems
across different cities or even larger urban areas. For example,
it makes possible to track a terrorist who is fleeing from
one city to another. It also provides a better solution to
protect the public privacy and prevent the abuse of images
or videos captured from public services, as in analysis tasks

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE ON IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION TASK USING

DIFFERENT MODELS

only features in the public infrastructure instead of images
or videos are sufficient. In this sense, the proposed digital
retina framework is technologically different from the visual
sensing scheme in the City Brain 1.0. Though City Brain 1.0
enjoys the advantage in terms of system maintainability due
to the fact that algorithm upgrade and system maintenance
can be completed in the cloud servers, it is impractical to
real-time gather all video streams from hundreds of thousands
of cameras for visual big data analysis and retrieval, even
if the high cost of transmission is affordable. In summary,
the message we are trying to send out is there exists a
better way by integrating the city brain with the digital retina
framework, which may further boost the intelligent level of
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TABLE V

THE �MAP VARIATIONS WITH BITRATE IN INCREMENTAL
MODEL UPDATING

a smart city system. As shown in Fig. 3, a large number of
compact feature streams from retina-like cameras, each with
the very compact representation by making best use of the data
characteristics and ultimate utility, can be real-time gathered in
the city brain. The compressed video streams can be stored in
the distributed storage servers and be fetched to the city brain
on demand. As a result, feature data from massive cameras can
be efficiently delivered, enabling the city brain to be capable
of mining these data to obtain valuable information of the
current dynamics and plan the future [2], [22]. This new city
brain system that is empowered by the digital retina framework
is defined as City Brain 2.0.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS

This article presents a novel end-edge-cloud collaborative
visual computing architecture, digital retina, to overcome the
visual big data challenges in the smart city. Our goal is
to stimulate fruitful discussions, thought and future works
regarding the new computing architecture in city brain. The
fundamental principle is leveraging the three streams, includ-
ing video texture, feature and model, to collaboratively process
and understand the visual information across end devices, edge
and cloud servers. The underlying design principle, enabling
technologies and system have been introduced, together with a
prototype to demonstrate its technological feasibility. We hope
to make the point that the digital retina is a powerful, effective
and efficient visual computing architecture that could be
deployed as the alternatives to existing ones. We believe that
the greatest benefit eventually lies in the optimization of digital
retina in myriad applications depending on the application
needs. Moreover, we also present our envisions on how to
address remaining important issues in the future work.

A. Standardization

In order to broadly deploy the digital retina framework
in real-world applications, standardization is indispensable to
enable the inter-operability. Several standards can be applied
to retina-like cameras, including AVS2 [3]/AVS3 [5] and its
corresponding standards in IEEE (i.e., IEEE 1857.4, 1857.10),
compact visual feature descriptor standard (i.e., CDVS [13]
and CDVA [16]). Moreover, we have launched the devel-
opment of standards in IEEE and China4 to address the
compression problem of CNN models such that they can
be efficiently implemented on resource-limited hardware plat-
forms such as FPGA and ARM. We are also working towards
the standardization on the digital retina system, including
function interface, communication protocols, system structure
and design specification, and test benchmarks. As such, inter-
operationality for contents, features and models could be real-
ized in the context of end-edge-cloud cooperative computing.

4http://www.aitisa.org.cn

B. Open Source

The development of open source software plays essential
roles with the rise of artificial intelligence. In order to pro-
mote the wide adoption, application and commercialization of
digital retina, the open source tools are vital in supporting the
development of the related technologies, including scene video
transcoding tools, compact feature extraction tools, feature
stream gatherer, and various visual big data analysis and
mining tools. Furthermore, we can also provide an open-source
hardware tool to develop retina-like cameras using FPGA.

C. Large-Scale Test-Bed

A large-scale video big data test-bed is also demanded
to evaluate and demonstrate the advantages of the digital
retina. This platform should include at least 100K cameras,
geographically covering a middle-size city. Various real-world
applications for the city brain can be supported in this test-
bed, and a series of algorithms and technologies relevant to
the digital retina can also be evaluated in this real-world
environment. Currently, the Pengcheng Laboratory5 has ini-
tiated the project that aims to build a large-scale video big
data test-bed based on the Cloudbrain AI supercomputer in
Shenzhen, China. We expect that remarkable progress can be
achieved in the near future.
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